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Power-law persistence and trends in the atmosphere: A detailed study of long temperature record
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We use several variants of the detrended fluctuation analysis to study the appearance of long-term persis-
tence in temperature records, obtained at 95 stations all over the globe. Our results basically confirm earlier
studies. We find that the persistence, characterized by the correlationC(s) of temperature variations separated
by s days, decays for larges as a power law,C(s);s2g. For continental stations, including stations along the
coastlines, we find thatg is always close to 0.7. For stations on islands, we find thatg ranges between 0.3 and
0.7, with a maximum atg50.4. This is consistent with earlier studies of the persistence in sea surface
temperature records whereg is close to 0.4. In all cases, the exponentg does not depend on the distance of the
stations to the continental coastlines. By varying the degree of detrending in the fluctuation analysis we obtain
also information about trends in the temperature records.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The persistence of weather states on short terms is a w
known phenomenon: A warm day is more likely to be fo
lowed by a warm day than by a cold day and vice versa. T
trivial forecast, that the weather of tomorrow is the same
the weather of today, was in previous times often used a
‘‘minimum skill’’ forecast for assessing the usefulness
short-term weather forecasts. The typical time scale
weather changes is about 1 week, a time period that co
sponds to the average duration of so-called ‘‘general wea
regimes’’ or ‘‘Grosswetterlagen,’’ so this type of short-ter
persistence usually stops after about 1 week. On la
scales, other types of persistence occur. One of them is
lated to circulation patterns associated with blocking@1#. A
blocking situation occurs when a very stable high press
system is established over a particular region and remain
place for several weeks. As a result the weather in the reg
of the high remains fairly persistent throughout this period
has been argued recently@2# that this short-term persistenc
regime may be linked to solar flare intermittency. Furth
more, transient low pressure systems are deflected aroun
blocking high so that the region downstream of the h
experiences a larger than usual number of storms. On e
longer terms, a source for weather persistence might
slowly varying external~boundary! forcing such as sea sur
face temperatures and anomaly patterns. On the scal
months to seasons, one of the most pronounced phenom
is the El Niňo southern oscillation event which occurs eve
3–5 years and which strongly affects the weather over
tropical Pacific as well as over North America@3#.

The question is,how the persistence that might be gene
ated by very different mechanisms on different time sca
decays with times. The answer to this question is not eas
Correlations, and in particular long-term correlations, can
masked by trends that are generated, e.g., by the well-kn
urban warming. Even uncorrelated data in the presenc
long-term trends may look like correlated ones, and, on
1063-651X/2003/68~4!/046133~5!/$20.00 68 0461
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other hand, long-term correlated data may look like uncor
lated data influenced by a trend.

Therefore, in order to distinguish between trends and c
relations one needs methods that can systematically el
nate trends. Those methods are available now: both wav
techniques~WT! ~see, e.g., Refs.@4–7#! and detrended fluc-
tuation analysis~DFA! ~see, e.g., Refs.@8–11#! can system-
atically eliminate trends in the data and thus reveal intrin
dynamical properties such as distributions, scaling and lo
range correlations very often masked by nonstationaritie

In a previous study@12#, we have used DFA and WT to
study temperature correlations in different climatic zones
the globe. The analysis focused on 14 continental statio
several of them were located along coastlines. The res
indicated that the temperature variations are long-ra
power-law correlated above some crossover time that is
the order of 10 days. Above the crossover time, the per
tence, characterized by the autocorrelationC(s) of tempera-
ture variations separated bys days, decayed as

C~s!;s2g, ~1!

where, most interestingly, the exponentg had roughly the
same valueg>0.7 for all continental records. Equation~1!
can be used as a test bed for global climate models@13#.

More recently, DFA was applied to study temperature c
relations in the sea surface temperatures@14#. It was found
that the temperature autocorrelation functionC(s) again de-
cayed by a power law, but with an exponentg close to 0.4,
pointing towards a stronger persistence in the oceans tha
the continents.

In this paper, we considerably extend our previous ana
sis to study systematically temperature records of 95 stati
Most of them are on the continents, and several of them
on islands. Our results are actually in line with both earl
papers and in agreement with conclusions drawn from in
pendent type of analysis by several groups@15–17#. We find
that the continental records, including those on coastlin
©2003 The American Physical Society33-1
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show power-law persistence withg close to 0.7, while the
island records show power-law correlations withg around
0.4. By comparing different orders of DFA that differ in th
way trends are eliminated, we could also study the prese
of trends in the records that lead to a warming of the atm
sphere. We find that pronounced trends occur mainly at
cities and can be probably attributed to urban growth. Tre
that cannot be attributed to urban growth occur in half of
island stations considered and on summit stations in
Alps. A majority of the stations showed no indications
trends.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we descr
the detrending analysis used in this paper, the DFA. In S
III, we present the result of this analysis. Sec. IV conclud
the paper with a discussion.

II. THE METHODS OF ANALYSIS

Consider a recordTi , where the indexi counts the days in
the record,i 51,2, . . . ,N. The Ti represent the maximum
daily temperature, measured at a certain meteorological
tion. For eliminating the periodic seasonal trends, we c
centrate on the departures ofTi , DTi5Ti2T̄i , from their
mean daily valueT̄i for each calendar datei, say, 2nd of
March, which has been obtained by averaging over all ye
in the record.

Quantitatively, correlations between twoDTi values sepa-
rated byn days are defined by the~auto! correlation function

C~n![^DTiDTi 1n&5
1

N2n (
i 51

N2n

DTiDTi 1n . ~2!

If DTi are uncorrelated,C(n) is zero forn positive. If cor-
relations exist up to a certain number of daysn3 , the corre-
lation function will be positive up ton3 and vanish above
n3 . A direct calculation ofC(n) is hindered by the level o
noise present in the finite records, and by possible non
tionarities in the data.

To reduce the noise we do not calculateC(n) directly, but
instead study the ‘‘profile’’

Ym5(
i 51

m

DTi .

We can consider the profileYm as the position of a random
walker on a linear chain afterm steps. The random walke
starts at the origin and performs, in thei th step, a jump of
lengthDTi to the right, ifDTi is positive, and to the left, if
DTi is negative. The fluctuationsF2(s) of the profile, in a
given time window of sizes, are related to the correlatio
function C(s). For the relevant case~1! of long-range
power-law correlations,C(s);s2g, 0,g,1, the mean-
square fluctuationsF2(s), obtained by averaging over man
time windows of sizes ~see below! asymptotically increase
by a power law@18#:

F2~s!;s2a, a512g/2. ~3!
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For uncorrelated data~as well as for correlations decayin
faster than 1/s), we havea51/2.

For the analysis of the fluctuations, we employ a hier
chy of methods that differ in the way the fluctuations a
measured and possible trends are eliminated~for a detailed
description of the methods we refer to Ref.@10#!.

~i! In the simplest type of fluctuation analysis~DFA0!
~where trends are not going to be eliminated!, we determine
in each window the mean value of the profile. The varian
of the profile from this constant value represents the squ
of the fluctuations in each window.

~ii ! In the first-order detrended fluctuation analysi
~DFA1!, we determine in each window the best linear fit
the profile. The variance of the profile from this straight lin
represents the square of the fluctuations in each window

~iii ! In general, in thenth order DFA~DFAn! we deter-
mine in each window the bestnth order polynomial fit of the
profile. The variance of the profile from these bestnth-order
polynomials represents the square of the fluctuations in e
window.

By definition, DFA0 does not eliminate trends, whi
DFAn eliminates trends of ordern in the profile andn21 in
the original time series. Thus, from the comparison of flu
tuation functionsF(s) obtained from different methods on
can learn about both, long-term correlations and the in
ence of trends.

The DFA method is analogous to wavelet techniques t
also eliminate polynomial trends systematically. For a d
tailed review of the method, see Refs.@6,7#. The conven-
tional techniques such as the direct evaluation ofC(n), the
rescaled range analysis (R/S) introduced by Hurst~for a
review, see, e.g., Ref.@19#!, or the power spectrum metho
@16,17,20,21# can only be applied on stationary records.
the presence of trends they may overestimate the long-t
persistence exponent. TheR/S method is somewhat simila
to the DFA0 analysis.

III. ANALYSIS OF TEMPERATURE RECORDS

Figure 1 shows the results of the DFA analysis of the da
temperatures~maximum or mean values! Ti of the following
weather stations~the length of the records is written withi
the parentheses!: ~a! Vienna~A, 125 yr!, ~b! Perm~RUS, 113
yr!, ~c! Charleston~USA, 127 yr!, and ~d! Pusan~KOR, 91
yr!. Vienna and Perm have continental climate, wh
Charleston and Pusan are close to coastlines.

In the log-log plots the DFA1–3 curves are~except at
small s values! approximately straight lines. For both th
stations inside the continents and along coastlines the s
is a>0.65. There exists a natural crossover~above the DFA
crossovers at very small times! that can be best estimate
from DFA0 @22#. As can be verified easily, the crossov
occurs roughly ats3510 days, which is the order of mag
nitude for a typical Grosswetterlage. Aboves3 , there exists
long-range persistence expressed by the power-law deca
the correlation function with an exponentg5222a>0.7.

Figure 2 shows the results of the DFA analysis of the da
temperatures for two island stations: Wrangelja and Cam
bell Islands. Wrangelja Island is a large island between
3-2
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POWER-LAW PERSISTENCE AND TRENDS IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 046133 ~2003!
East Siberian Sea and the Chukchi Sea. During the wi
season, large parts of the water surrounding the island
usually frozen. Campbell Island is a small island belong
to New Zealand. Again, in the double logarithmic presen
tion, all DFA1–3 fluctuation functions are straight lines, b
the slopes differ. While for Wrangelja the slope is 0.65, sim
lar to the land stations shown before, the slope for Camp
Island is significantly larger, close to 0.8~corresponding to
g50.4!.

It can be seen from Figs. 1 and 2 that sometimes
DFA0 curves have a larger slope than the DFA1–3 curv
and that usually the curves of DFA2 and DFA3 have
same slope for larges values. The fact that the DFA0 curv
has a higher exponent indicates the existence of trend
which the long-term correlations are masked. Calculati
using DFA0 alone will yield a higher correlation expone
and thus lead to a spurious overestimation of the long-t
persistence. The fact that the DFA2 and DFA3 curves sh

FIG. 1. Analysis of daily temperature records of four repres
tative weather stations on continents. The four figures show
fluctuation functions obtained by DFA0, DFA1, DFA2, and DFA
~from top to bottom! for the four sets of data. The slopes are 0.
60.02 ~Vienna!, 0.6260.02 ~Perm!, 0.6360.02 ~Charleston!, and
0.6760.02 ~Pusan!. Lines with these slopes are plotted in the fi
ures. The scale of the fluctuation functions is arbitrary.

FIG. 2. Analysis of daily temperature records of two repres
tative weather stations on islands. The DFA curves are arrange
in Fig. 1. The slopes are 0.7160.02 ~Campbell! and 0.6560.02
~Wrangelja!. Lines with these slopes are plotted in the figures.
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the same asymptotic behavior indicates that possible non
earities in the trends are not significant. Otherwise the DF
curve ~where only linear trends are eliminated! would show
an asymptotic behavior different from DFA3.

By comparing the DFA0 curves with the DFA2 curves, w
can learn more about possible trends. Usually the effec
trends is seen as a crossover in the DFA0 curve. Below
crossover, the slopes of DFA0 and DFA2 are roughly
same, while above the crossover the DFA0 curve bends
Large trends are characterized by a short crossovertimes3

and a large difference in the slopes between DFA0 and DF
~for a general discussion see Refs.@10# and @11#!. A nice
example for this represents Vienna, where the DFA0 cu
shows a pronounced crossover at about 3 yr. Above
crossover, the DFA0 curve bends up considerably, with
effective slope close to 0.8. For Pusan, the trend is less
nounced, and for Perm, Charleston, and the two islands
do not see indications of trends.

To reveal the presence of long-term correlations and
point out possible trends, we have plotted in Fig. 3~a! the
DFA0 curves and in Fig. 3~b! the DFA2 curves for 20 rep-
resentative stations around the globe. For convenience,
fluctuation functions have been divided bys0.65. We do not
show results for those stations that were analyzed in R

-
e

-
as

FIG. 3. Fluctuation analysis by DFA0 and DFA2 of daily tem
perature records of 20 representative weather stations:~1! Thursday
Island ~AUS, 53 yr!, ~2! Koror Island ~USA, 54 yr!, ~3! Raoul
Island~USA, 54 yr!, ~4! Hong Kong~C, 111 yr!, ~5! Anadir ~RUS,
101 yr!, ~6! Hamburg~D, 107 yr!, ~7! Plymouth~GB, 122 yr!, ~8!
Feodosija~UA, 113 yr!, ~9! Wellington ~NZ, 67 yr!, ~10! Jena~D,
175 yr!, ~11! Brno ~CZ, 128 yr!, ~12! Chita ~RUS, 114 yr!, ~13!
Tashkent~USB, 119 yr!, ~14! Potsdam~D, 115 yr!, ~15! Minsk
~WY, 113 yr!, ~16! Oxford ~GB, 155 yr!, ~17! Cheyenne~USA, 123
yr!, ~18! Kunming ~C, 49 yr!, ~19! Wuxqiaoling ~C, 40 yr!, ~20!
Zugspitze~D, 98 yr!. Stations 1–3 are on islands, stations 4–9
on coast lines, and stations 10–20 are inland stations, among
two stations~19 and 20! are on summits. The scales are arbitrary.
reveal that the exponentsa are close to 0.65, we have divided th
fluctuation functions bys0.65.
3-3
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EICHNER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 046133 ~2003!
@12#. Figure 3~b! shows again that continental and coastli
stations have roughly the same fluctuation exponenta
>0.65, while islands may also have higher exponents
seems that stations at peaks of high mountains@here we
show Zugspitze~D, 98 yr, no. 19! and Wuxqiaoling~C, 40
yr, no. 20!# have a slightly lower exponent.

From the 26 stations shown in Figs. 1–3, 8 show a lar
exponent in the DFA0 treatment than in the DFA2 treatme
These stations are Thursday Island~no. 1 in Fig. 3!, Koror
Island ~no. 2 in Fig. 3!, as well as Vienna@Fig. 1~a!#, Pusan
@Fig. 1~d!#, Hong Kong~no. 4 in Fig. 3!, Jena~no. 10 in Fig.
3!, Cheyenne~no. 17 in Fig. 3!, and Zugspitze~no. 19 in Fig.
3!. The other 18 stations do not show a difference in
exponents for DFA0 and DFA2, which suggests that
trends are either zero or too small to be detected by
sensitive method. We observe the largest trends for H
Kong, Vienna, and Jena, where in all cases the crossove
the DFA0 curve is around 3 yr and the final slope is betwe
0.75 and 0.8. It is obvious that the greatest part of this wa
ing is due to the urban growth of theses cities. Regarding
two islands, Koror shows a pronounced trend with a cro
over time below 1 yr, while the trend we observe for Thu
day Island is comparatively weak. It is not likely that th
trends on the islands can be attributed to urban warming

Figure 4 summarizes our results for all the stations a
lyzed. Figure 4~a! shows the histogram for the values of th
exponenta obtained by DFA0, while Fig. 4~b! shows the
corresponding histogram obtained by DFA2. Both his
grams are quite similar. For DFA2 the average exponenta is
0.6660.06 and for DFA0 it is 0.6860.07. The maxima be
come sharper when the islands are eliminated from the
ures. The slight shift towards largera values in DFA0 is due
to trends. The magnitude of the trends can be roughly c
acterized by the differenceda of the slopes of DFA0 and
DFA2. We found that 7 of the 15 island stations and 54 of
80 continental stations showed no significant trend, w
da<0.02. We observed a small trend, with 0.03<da<0.05,

FIG. 4. ~Color online! Histogram of the values of the fluctuatio
exponentsa obtained~a! from DFA0 where trends are not elimi
nated and~b! from DFA2 where linear trends are eliminated sy
tematically on all time scales.
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for 3 island and 9 continental stations. A pronounced tre
with da>0.06, was found for 5 island and 13 continen
stations. Among these 13 stations are Hong Kong, Bordea
Prague, Seoul, Sydney, Urumchi, Swerdlowsk, and Vien
where a large part of the warming can be attributed to
urban growth of the cities in the last century. Two of the
stations@Säntis ~CH! and Sonnblick~A!# are on top of high
mountains.

Since the island stations have exponenta larger than the
continental stations, it is likely that the long-term persisten
originates by the coupling of the atmosphere to the ocea
Thus one might expect that for island stationsa will increase
with the distance to the continents, and for continental s
tions a will decrease with the distance to the coastline.
test if the exponenta depends on the distanced to the con-
tinental coastlines, we plotted in Fig. 5a as a function ofd
for both islands and continental stations. It is remarkable t
islands far away from the continents do not show a lar
exponent than islands close to the coastlines, and in
continental stations far from the ocean do not show sma
exponents than coastline stations. This second result i
disagreement with a recent claim thata50.5 for inner-
continental stations far away from the oceans@23#.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have used a hierarchy of detrend
analysis methods~DFA0–DFA3! to study long temperature
records around the globe. We concentrated mainly on th
areas on the globe~North America, Europe, Asia and Austra
lia! where long records are available. The main results of
study are the following.

~i! The temperature persistence decays, after a cross
time that is typically of the order of the duration of a Gros
wetterlage, by a power law, with an exponenta that has a
very narrow distribution for continental stations. The me

FIG. 5. ~Color online! The scaling exponenta as a function of
the distanced between the stations and the continental coastlin
for island stations~s!, continental stations~m!, and coastline sta-
tions ~3!. Many of the coastline stations (d50) have the samea
value, and we indicated their number in the figure.
3-4
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POWER-LAW PERSISTENCE AND TRENDS IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 046133 ~2003!
value of the exponent is close to 0.65, in agreement w
earlier calculations based on different methods@12,15–17#.

~ii ! On islands, the exponent shows a broader distribut
varying from 0.65 to 0.85, with an average value close
0.8. This finding is in qualitative agreement with the resu
of a recent analysis of sea surface temperature records, w
also long-term persistence with an average exponent clos
0.8 has been found@14#. Since the oceans cover more th
2/3 of the globe, one may expect that also the mean glo
temperature is characterized by long-term persistence,
an exponent close to 0.8.

~iii ! In the vast majority of stations we did not see ind
cations for a global warming of the atmosphere. Excepti
are mountain stations in the Alps@Zugspitze ~D!, Säntis
~CH!, and Sonnblick~A!#, where urban warming can be ex
cluded. Also, in half of the islands we studied, we fou
pronounced trends that most probably cannot be attribute
urban warming. Most of the continental stations where
observed significant trends are large cities where proba
the fast urban growth in the last century gave rise to te
perature increases.
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When analyzing warming phenomena in the atmosph
it is essential to employ methods that can distingui
in a systematic way, between trends and long-te
correlations—in contradistinction to a number of conve
tional schemes that have been applied in the past. Th
schemes run the risk of mixing up the correlatedness of n
ral climate system variability with entire regime shifts e
forced by anthropogenic interference through greenhouse
emissions. The fact that we found it difficult to disce
warming trends at many stations that are not located in r
idly developing urban areas may indicate that the actual
crease in global temperature caused by anthropogenic pe
bation is less pronounced than estimated in the last IP
~Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change! report @24#.
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